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Weaver's colony free learning centre celebrated teacher 

day on Sep 5. We run 5 free learning centres helping more 

than 200 weaving community children

 

Employee of Adobe nominated Abhyudaya for 

workplace giving programme.  We will receive donations  

from Adobe to our FCRA account via NASSCOM 

foundation and Benevity.  

 

 

Sangeeta Sanje a musical cultural fund raising program was 

organised by well wishers of Abhyudaya in Portland USA on 

Sep 7. The program had 300 people and collected 7072 USD. 

Team in US was led by Ramesh S Ananthaiah. 
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On the occasion of Engineers day Sep 15, Abhyudaya organised 

Museum visit to Visveswaraya Industrial and technological 

museum for 113 govt school students (underprivileged) with 12 

volunteers. VITM ppl showed the documentary movie on life of 

Barath Rathna Sir M Visvesvaraya. It was very informative and a 

open quiz contest was there, many students won the prize. 

 

 

Saturday in free learning centre is a day when people 
like Aparna Yadatorae working as HR in  Appsians 
conducts various activities to the children. 

 

 

 

 ಭಾರತ ರತನ ಸರ್ ಎಮ್. ವಿಶ್ವೇಶ್ವರಯ್ಯನವರ ಜನಮ ದಿನದ ಅಂಗವಾಗಿ ನಡ್ದ 

ರಸಪ್ರಶ್ನ ಕಾಯ್ಯಕ್ರಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಪಾಲ್್ ಗಂಡ ಗ್ದದು ಬಂದಂತಹ ಅಭ್ದಯದಯ್ದ 

ವಿದ್ಾಯರ್ಥಯಗಳು. 

 
  

Team Abhyudaya visited IIJNM and honoured the 

Journalism students who volunteered during Aug 15 

program. Students were given certificates.  

Team Abhyudaya at Commits. We felicitated 

Journalism students for their volunteering in 

Villages during Independence Day celebration. 
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Swamiji Mangalananda ji Maharaj from Ramakrishna 
mission shared his thoughts and teachings of Swami 
Vivekananda on what is required from us. Importance of 
giving, Sharing food is equivalent to consuming nectar, eating 
food alone is equivalent to poison. Remaining part of the 
income after donating makes the income pure. Qualities 
required in all individuals include Conviction in power of 
goodness, Lack of jealousy, Helping all those who are good. 
Weakness is death and Strength is life. He asked teachers to 
be careful on their behaviours as they influence the children 
character. Swamiji told he is against those temple who 
practised too much orthodox traditions as god did not create 
these. SSLC, PUC alone is not the goal of life, it's beyond that.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Employees from Shoppers Stop Bengaluru spent time at  

free learning centre , conducted activities, quiz competition 

and distributed prize for the children. They also donated few 

educational charts  

 

BloombergQuint online news in its article Daan Utsav 

2019: 10 Ways To Volunteer mentioned about Abhyudaya 

Oct 8 Daanutsav activity on Educational Charts Making 

Workshop

 

 

 

 

Smt Vaishnavi and Shri Darshan from TeamRoll a 

leading HR technology company, took a session on Sep 

22.  They guided job aspirants about job market 

requirements, skills required for preparing a resume and 

facing interview. 

v 

Children at Raj lake 

view apartment Btm 

layout Bengaluru did a 

collection of books and 

pencils for Abhyudaya 

free learning centre 

children as part of 

Daanutsav . What a 

great initiative by the 

juniors. 
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As part of DaanUtsav , 150th year of Gandhi Jayanti and 
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan we conducted a Say no to plastic 
rally. Around 500 members were present which consisted of 
students, elders and senior citizens. Thirty BBMP 
Pourakarmikas who keep the roads clean were honoured. 
The program also had participation from employees of SAP 
Lab, IBM, members of Institute of Cost Accountants of India 
and Residents of nearby areas. Message was given to the 
children to respect those who keep the roads clean. The rally 
covered the main road of Konanakunte, chunchaghatta and 
Srinidhi layout in Bangalore south. Children prepared 
placards highlighting the harmful effects of using plastics. 
Around 5000 cotton bags manufactured for this occasion was 
distributed to the public, street vendors, hawkers and shops 
nearby.  The program was covered by newspapers, channels 
and online portals like    bloombergquint , 
indiaeducationdiary , bangaloremirror, Vijaya Karnataka, DD 
Chandana. 

“Say No to Plastic” campaign at various free learning 
centres of Abhyudaya 
 

 

 
 

 

Employees from SAP volunteered in “Say No to Plastic” 

campaign on Oct 2, distributed cotton bags and educated 

people about harmful effects of single use plastic 
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On Oct 5, at the Chamarajanagara government school  in 
siddyanapura village, we donated desk kits as part of Dasara, 
Saraswati puja, Daantsav week and 150 birth anniversary of 
Mahatma. 179 students, 10 teachers/staff and a few local 
representatives were present. Mr. Ranganath and Mr 
Venugopal have spoke about Abhyudaya activities and the 
purpose of our visit. Venugopal demonstrated the desk kit so 
that it would be easy for them to operate the same. The event 
has been covered by leading news/media agencies: Vijay 
Karnataka Mysore, Chamarajanagar edition, Suvarna TV, DD 
Chandhana. Abhyudaya’s  message about the importance of 
donating to the needy people and engaging in sewa activities 
during  Dasara festival season was very well received.   
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Oct 8 Educational chart making workshop Around 25  
People donated time during Vijayadashami by preparing 
educational charts for Abhyudaya free learning centres. They 
prepared charts on Various subjects like Astronomy, 
Mathematics, English Grammar, Biology, History etc. The 
volunteers consisted of youngsters from eight year old to 
senior citizens including from MNCs IBM and Wells Fargo 

 

 
 

Abhyudaya is now on IamHere App a hyperlocal social 

network to discover and engage volunteers for a social 
cause. IamHere is helping to connect with people who are 
looking at opportunities to volunteer for an activity in their 
neighbourhoods. 

  

 

On the auspicious day 

of VijayaDashami 

Portland volunteers 

deposited the amount 

they had raised during 

Sangeeta sanje a 

fundraising program for 

Abhyudaya. Amount 

was sent to Sewa 

International USA 

account. They raised 

$7072 and the Event 

was attended by over 

300 People. We Thank 

everyone for making this 

generous contribution 

and supporting 

Abhyudaya’s cause. 
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Phaneendra DS an employee of SocieteGenerale in 
Bangalore spends his weekend volunteering at   bhyudaya 
free learning centre.  Social transformation happens when 
educated people give back time. 

 
 

VITM 70 children and 13 volunteers from LIC colony, 
Kathriguppe and Padmanabhanagar Kalika kendras visited 
VITM. Children enjoyed, learnt new things and watched 
science show. They were given science kits. 
 

 

 

 

CII CSR Gateway an online platform to connect the relevant 
stakeholders of CSR to enable CII member companies with 
appropriate social engagement has featured Adopt one 
Abhyudaya free learning centre program 
 

 

Despite low on infrastructure, the learning outcomes in 
Karnataka is the highest in India. Congrats- teachers of 
Karnataka who are putting in their best despite the state being 
low on infrastructure. Abhyudaya, too, has played a role by 
extending free coaching to the needy. Kudos 
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Smt Rajalakshmi, a Social worker, Aged 91 

years,  celebrated her birthday and Deepawali by 

donating funds and distributing sweets to the 

children Her dream is Bharat has to be a Vishwa 

guru. 

 

Jairaj from BNMIT and Vibhakar from DSATM did a 
volunteering activity for 6 months. Jairaj and Vibhakar 
supported Kalika Kendra students data digitization project  

 

ಅಭ್ದಯದಯ್ ದಿಂದ ಕ್ಳುಹಿಸಿ ಕ್್ಟ್ಟ ಆಟ್ದ ಸಲಕ್ರಣ್ಗಳನದನ 
ಉಪ್ಯೇಗಿಸದತ್ತಿರದವ ಹ್ಬ್ಬಿ ದರ್ ಮೆಟ್ಟಟಲ್ಲನ ಸರಕಾರಿ ಶಾಲಾ 

ವಿದ್ಾಯರ್ಥಯಗಳು... 

 

 

Sandalwood star 
Sri. Ravishankar 
Gowda  
supporting 
SayNoToPlastic 
by Abhyudaya 

 Residents of raj view apartments BTM layout donated 

stationery celebrating daanutsav and Deepavali  
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Deepavali Celebrations 
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Rabindranath from BoschGlobal in Bengaluru celebrated Deepavali by doing a charitable act. He gifted bags to needy 

children at  Abhyudaya free learning centre 
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